Round up of Top 5 Picks with Katie Glaister and Henry Miller-Robinson
of K & H Design
We took great pleasure in sharing Katie and Henry of K&H Design’s Top 5 Picks last week. Their
choices were a great mix of decorative and practical.
We also really enjoyed their interview which gave an interesting insight into their business and
partnership. If you missed it you can find it here. A full round up of their choices, and why they
chose them, below.
Guinevere – Indian ceremonial painted boar
“We love to add quirky, eccentric and humorous notes in the styling and accessorising of our
projects. Guinevere is one of the grande dames of decorative antiques with a wonderfully diverse,
eclectic and ever-changing edit. The ceremonial painted boar is particularly fun and characterful.”

Indian Ceremonial Painted Boar

Tatiana Tafur – Porcelain & Ceramic Collection
“Tatiana Tafur is a great place to source unique finishes & Gormon Studios has always produced the
most fabulous luxurious artisan finishes. Particularly exquisite is this porcelain floral relief on
tempered glass. We recently combined this fine relief work with Swedish green marble, mica
veneers and bronze detailing in a master bedroom.”

Porcelain and Ceramic wall surface

Waterworks – Regulator Gooseneck Single Spout Kitchen Faucet, Black Wheel Handle and Spray
“Thinking “dream kitchen”, the scale and refined industrial detailing of the regulator kitchen faucet
is second to none. A bold statement and, yes, quite a chunky investment, but there isn’t anything
else quite like it.”

Regulator Gooseneck Single Spout Kitchen Faucet, Black Wheel Handle and Spray

George Smith – Ilse Sofa in Mohair Long Pile Mouse
“The Ilse Crawford collection for George Smith is a design classic. We particularly like the Ilse Sofa –
understated with its simple clean lines and great ergonomics and sumptuously comfortable and
relaxing upholstered in deep pile mohair velvet.”

Ilse Sofa, Mohair Long Pile, Mouse

Drummonds – Double Derwent light – Martin Brudnizki
“Finding attractive IP rated lights for bathrooms can be challenging but the Double Derwent light is
an exception. We love the patterns refracted from the hand-blown glass and the smart metal
detailing. We recently installed them in a nickel finish in a master bathroom.”

Double Derwent Light
Thank you again to Katie and Henry for taking part in the Top 5 Picks. We really enjoyed working
with you and loved you individual choices.

